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AFFECTED UNITS  
THIS PROCEDURE APPLIES TO ALL BCR - BIO-SCRU® 
 
Composite graphite sleeve bearings support the high-temperature tail-end shaft configured to allow sup-

ply– and return flows of heat-transfer fluid to/from hollow-flite augers. The dryer has two carbon bearings 

at the tail end of the hollow tail shaft (see figure. 1). The temperature exceeds the rating of typical spherical 

roller bearings, and therefore consumable, graphite sleeve bearings are used in this application. These 

bearings are consumable item that require routine inspection and maintenance to keep the Dryer operat-

ing in accordance with the O&M Manual.

Wear gap measurement is the first maintenance event that should take place after installing the new seals; 

establishing the auger centerline and should continue for the full-service life of the seal. This measurement 

is taken to record how far the augers are off center (drop) relative to how much the bearing insert has worn 

in. There is a maximum allowance of 1/8” wear or auger centerline drop, before the augers need to be 

shimmed, to avoid any damage to internal labyrinth ring in the shaft seals.

To prevent excessive drop or angular deviation of the auger shaft, shaft drop associated with bearing 

wear is corrected by shimming the bearing beam a corresponding amount plus 1/16”. The shimming pro-

cedure is used to increase the life of the bearing insert by recentering the augers and allowing increased 

wear on the bearing (up to the maximum bearing wear allowance) while still maintaining auger align-

ment in accordance with the O&M Manual. After a new solid lube bearing is put into service, shimming 

the bearing support beam compensates for initial wear.  As the bearing further wears, the insert can be 

rotated 180 degrees to provide a new wear surface.  Bearing rotation procedure is used when the bearing 

insert has worn to the maximum allowable limit of ¼” for each side of bearing. (Maximum of ½” total wear)
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pose. The bearing is rotated 180 degrees so the unworn side of the bearing insert can now be utilized. 

Any shimming will be removed, and the gap measurement/shimming procedures will start over again. 

Note: the previous gap measurement must be recorded during this procedure to be used 

as the new starting baseline gap measurement for future maintenance events. 

Replacement procedure is used when both sides of the bearing insert have worn to the maximum allow-

able limit of ¼” each side (1/2” Total wear). All shimming will be removed, and the gap measurement will 

be zeroed out.   

 

 FOLLOW UP SERVICE  
Preventative Actions and Personal Protective Equipment needed are fully outlined in each Op-
erations and Maintenance manual delivered to each Customer. BCR can provide the following 
procedures to complete this maintenance:

1. Gap Measurement Procedure

2. Rotating Procedure

3. Shimming Procedure

4. Replacement Procedure

If further questions arise, please contact your BCR Representative.

QUESTIONS

1-866-724-9145


